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High energy contemporary jazz with lots of sax and guitar melodies and improv 9 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Jazz

Fusion, JAZZ: Smooth Jazz Details: Taking their name from a small mountain town in the Rocky

Mountains of Colorado, DOTSERO means "Something Unique" according the Ute Native American

legend to some. It means DOT-ZERO on the earliest geographical railroad maps to others, but to jazz

fans worldwide DOTSERO means Smooth Jazz at its best, full of energy and spontaneity that few artists

in the genre have been able to match. The band had performed at major jazz festivals; Red Rocks

Amphitheatre, JVC Winter Park Jazz Fest, Jazz Tracks Catalina Island Jazz Fest and the Cancun Jazz

Festival, among others. From Ala Carte Ala Park in San Francisco to West Palm Beach's Sunfest,

DOTSERO has crisscrossed the nation performing their exciting brand of jazz. FRESH PANTS The latest

CD release and 7th studio project from Dotsero featuring 9 fresh tracks set for worldwide release on June

22, 2004. The music has the same unique and identifiable Dotsero sound as previous releases, but adds

an undeniable energetic edge and enthusiasm that seems to mirror their live performances that

audiences far and wide have come to know and love. The Fresh Pants tour kicked off on May 21, 2004 at

Jazz on the Vine, Osthoff Resort Lake Wisconsin and continued to Lake Tahoe for Art Good's Jazz Trax

Smooth Summer Jazz Festival. From there on to Lake Las Vegas for the Oasis 105.7 Smooth Jazz Las

Vegas Summer Concert Series. Dotsero will also be performing at tour dates in the Midwest and bringing

their show to the 18th annual Jazz Trax Catalina Island Jazz Festival this fall as well as the Lake Oconee

Jazz and Balloon Festival in Georgia sponsored by Atlanta Magazine to name a few. Fresh Pants is the

best of Dotsero all wrapped up in one new CD.
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